Here, we report three different methods to determine the volume phase transition temperature (VPTT) of various systems including poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (pNIPAm) based nanogels, Au nanoclusters and a combination of inorganic and polymeric systems. Although all the methods reveal close VPTT values, we suggest that method III is the least computation dependent and most reliable. In an attempt to define the overall system reversibility, a predictive reversibility parameter (RP) was defined that explains the system behavior at each state point. RP takes into consideration all the system states during both heating and cooling cycles. Reversible systems were found to have RP values less than 1, while irreversible systems were observed to have RP values of 2. We predict that real systems will show RP values between 1 and 2. Thus, by knowing both the system's VPTT and its reversibility, a particular application can be designed or upgraded.
Introduction
Systems undergoing phase change have a myriad of applications that range from drug delivery, 1-6 membrane separation, [7] [8] [9] [10] ow control, 11, 12 and bio-sensing [13] [14] [15] among others. In order to exploit the material properties of such systems, it is important to denitively characterize the phase transition that happens above the lower critical solution temperature (LCST) of the polymer. 16 Below the LCST, the polymer is in a hydrated state, while above the LCST, it becomes hydrophobic due to disruption of hydrogen bonds by water, leading to changes in solubility as well as aggregation behaviour. 17 In a similar way, the cross-linked systems obtained from this polymer swell in water at a critical temperature called the volume phase transition temperature (VPTT) and collapse above it. 18 While the LCST or VPTT is dened as a single temperature from a thermodynamic standpoint, real systems undergo phase transition over a range of temperatures owing to inherent polydispersity stemming from different chain lengths, branching, crystallinity and so on.
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A common method to estimate this transition temperature is to measure a spectroscopic parameter like optical density, turbidity, absorbance or size or specic heat as a function of temperature and assign the transition temperature at the average of the sigmoidal plot of the curve or at the mid-point of the range. [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] There exists no study to our knowledge where VPTT of such phase changing systems have been exhaustively calculated using a well-dened method with experimental data from both heating and cooling cycles. Our group were among the rst to incorporate data from both heating and cooling experiments to understand the behaviours of nanoparticle (NP) based systems coupled with phase changing polymers. 24, 25 Understanding the phase behavior during both the cycles is the rst step towards understanding system reversibility.
Thermodynamic reversibility for systems undergoing phase change has been studied taking into consideration only the initial and nal state points. However, the effect of temperature or any other independent parameter on the constituting polymer chains will cause the system to go through several state points along the path, which may not be equal during heating and cooling cycles or during repeated cycles. It is therefore deemed important to consider the journey of the system through these various state points while dening system responsiveness rather than bias the system at the end state points. In addition, the understanding of phase behaviours of pNIPAm based systems is of fundamental interest, since osmotic pressure or gel swelling behaviour are closely related to correct determination of VPTT. It also throws light on unresolved issues in regards to demixing transitions of such systems.
Herein, we report for the rst time a comprehensive methodology to determine the VPTT of phase changing systems that include both heating and cooling cycle datasets. Three methods to estimate VPTT have been discussed highlighting their inherent strengths and weaknesses, culminating in a simple and reliable method (method III) to effectively characterize such a system. Thereaer, in order to describe system reversibility, a new parameter called reversibility parameter (RP) has been discovered. It is not only capable of accurately dening system reversibility based on all state points, but also predicting future state points of the system. Within the scope of this work, we have been able to ascribe values of RP less than 1 as reversible systems, while RP values equaling 2 as irreversible systems. We predict that intermediate systems having RP values between 1 and 2 would resemble real systems based on such materials.
Materials and methods
The methods devised for determining VPTTs of phase changing systems were evaluated for a wide range of samples including poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (pNIPAm) based nanogels, Au nanoclusters and combination of inorganic and polymeric systems. The synthesis of these are highlighted in this section. Uranyl acetate (SPI chemicals) was used as the staining agent. All solutions were prepared using distilled de-ionized water (resistivity $18.2 mU cm) puried by Simplicity® Millipore water purication system. They were further puried using 0.2 mm syringe lters. Cellulose dialysis tubing (Sigma-Aldrich) with an MWCO of 14 kDa was used both for performing dialysis and purication of the nanogels.
Synthesis of polymeric core-shell nanogels
Core-shell pNIPAm based nanogels were synthesized as outlined in our previous work. 26 The synthesis proceeds via free radical polymerization in which different cores of p[NIPAm-co-PEGMA (M n -360)] were synthesized using PEGDMA as a crosslinker with different molecular weights of 200, 400, 750 and 1000 Da. NIPAm, PEGDMA and PEGMA(M n -360) were dissolved in 25 mL deoxygenated water with different mole percentages. The resulting colourless solution was purged with nitrogen for two hours followed by the addition of APS (0.005 g, 1 mM) to the reaction mixture to initiate the polymerization. The reaction was carried out at 82-84 C for 60 min under nitrogen atmosphere. 10 mL of p[NIPAm-co-PEGMA] core nanogels were redispersed in 40 mL deoxygenated water containing NIPAM, BIS and AAc with 71%, 15% and 14% mole percent respectively, along with 5 mM SDS. The resulting turbid reaction mixture was heated to 74-76 C under a gentle stream of nitrogen. To this heated mixture, solid APS (0.01 g, 1 mM) was added to initiate the polymerization and this reaction was then allowed to proceed for 60 min. The mixture was then cooled and transferred into a pre-washed dialysis tube, dialysing the core-shell solution for 12 hours. These core-shell nanogel samples have been named pNIPAm/PEGn-pNIPAm/AAc, with n varying as 200, 400, 750 and 1000, depending on the average molecular weight of the crosslinker used in their synthesis.
Synthesis of polymeric-inorganic nanogels
Prior to synthesizing polymeric-inorganic nanogels, pNIPAm/ AAc nanogel was synthesized as per our previously reported work. 27 pNIPAm, AAc and BIS, with mole ratios 85%, 10% and 5% respectively, have been used. 1.6 mM of NIPAm and 90.8 mM of BIS were put directly into the reactor under nitrogen atmosphere. Thereaer, 10 mL of 4.2 mM SDS solution was added, and the solution le to stir under nitrogen ow for 30 min. Prior to addition of the initiator KPS (400 mL of 103.6 mM), AAc (126 mL of 1.46 M) was added into the solution. The reaction was allowed to run for 3 h. The nanogel solution was poured into a prewashed dialysis tube (MWCO 14 kDa) and dialysed overnight to remove unreacted monomers and residual reactants. The synthesized nanogel, without the incorporation of inorganic NPs, was used as a control. This particular sample is mentioned as pNIPAm/AAc nanogels in this work.
To incorporate inorganic NPs into the nanogel system, Fe NPs were synthesized followed by a shell of Au atop the Fe NPs. Thereaer, these Fe@Au NPs were coated with PEG-SH followed by pNIPAm/AAc nanogel following the work already performed by our group. 27 Synthesis of PEGylated Fe@Au NPs was carried out following our previous work. (Cite reference of our Fe@Au paper) In a typical Fe NP synthesis protocol, 50 mL ODE and 740 mL OAm was degassed under Ar atmosphere and vigorous stirring at 120 C for 30 min. The temperature was raised to 180 C, following which 1.8 mL of Fe(CO) 5 was injected, and the reaction was allowed to continue for 20 min. Aer cooling down to room temperature, the magnetic bar coated with Fe NPs was washed with a 1 : 2 ratio (by volume) of hexane and acetone. Fe NPs were magnetically separated and washed with acetone before drying under nitrogen.
For growing Au shell atop the Fe NPs, 5 mg of dried Fe NPs were dissolved in 10 mL of 10 mM sodium citrate solution by using sonication at 80 C for half an hour. 10 mL of 1.5 mM chloroauric acid was added dropwise to the Fe seed NPs under vigorous stirring and the reaction was allowed to run for 20 min.
Thereaer, the solution was cooled down to room temperature, and Fe@Au NPs were magnetically separated to remove free Au NPs. This was followed by PEG-SH coating in which 2 mg of PEG-SH was mixed with 5 mg of Fe@Au NPs in a total volume of 5 mL MQ water and le to stir for 1 h. PEG coated Fe@Au NPs were collected by centrifugation at 14 500 rpm for 20 min. The nanogel coating was done as follows. 3.3 mg of the pNIPAm/AAc nanogel was added to 5 mL solution of Fe@Au NPs (concentration of 1 mg mL À1 ) and le to stir at 500 rpm for 2 h.
Thereaer, the NG-coated Fe@Au NPs were separated by using centrifugation at 14 500 rpm for 20 min. This sample has been referred to as Fe@Au_PEG_nanogel in the present work.
Synthesis of gold nanoclusters
A typical procedure for adsorbing IgG onto Au NPs involved mixing of 2.7 mL of the gold colloid suspension with 0.3 mL of an IgG solution (10 mM in citrate (10 mM)). All samples were measured within 24-48 h aer mixing as reported in previous studies conducted by our group. 28 These samples have been referred to as 30 nm Au IgG nanoclusters and 80 nm Au IgG nanoclusters respectively in the present work.
Measurement of spectroscopic parameter
The size distribution and zeta potential of the nanogels were measured using a Malvern Zetasizer Nano-ZS instrument and the manufacturer's own soware. The samples were allowed to equilibrate for 3 minutes before starting the measurements. Thereaer, the hydrodynamic sizes of the particles were measured at different temperatures in intervals of 5 C. The instrument standardized heating and cooling rates were used for all the samples. All measurements were done in aqueous solutions, and results were averaged over triplicate measurements. UV-Vis measurements for Au nanoclusters have been directly taken from our previously reported studies conducted using Sgimadu UV-2401PC instrument, equipped with a TCC-240 temperature control unit. 28 An equilibration time of 15 minutes was used for the samples with 5 C temperature intervals.
Calculation of VPTT
Three methods have been devised to obtain the VPTTs of phase changing systems under study which are named as methods I, II and III respectively. Fig. 1 highlights the underlying principle used in method I and II. As the temperature of the system is increased, the particles start collapsing. Particles with a lower VPTT collapse rst, thus, at any particular position on the heating or cooling curves, the system exists in a partially collapsed or swelled state. To start with, the variation of the normalized spectroscopic parameter (size, a size and a as dened in eqn (1) and (2)) with temperature was plotted ( Fig. 1(a) ). a size represents the ratio of the hydrodynamic diameter of the sample measured at any temperature (D) to the hydrodynamic diameter if the sample measured at room temperature (D O ). On the other hand a, represents the ratio of the hydrodynamic volumes at any temperature to that at room temperature.
'Sigmoid, 5 Parameter' curve was thereaer tted using SigmaPlot® version 13.0 ( Fig. 1(b) ). The t provides us with the values of the 5 constant parameters (a, b, c, d and e) as shown in eqn (3) . A xed value of iteration (n) is selected to dene the number of desired intervals. A MATLAB® code generates a curve utilizing the interval temperature values as the abscissa coordinates and the above obtained 5 parameters. A mean of the lowest (T o ) and the highest (T n ) temperature values, under study, is calculated and it acts as the starting point for the code. This mean value (T m ) divides the curve into two areas ( Fig. 1(c) ). Area I extends from T m till T n , while Area II extends from
The code calculates the areas of the two regions based on "Simpson's 1/3 rd Rule" (eqn (4)) and later, equates the two obtained area values. Relative difference of the areas is calculated as shown by eqn (5) . If the compared areas do not fall within the acceptable tolerance limits (dened by the user), the counter for the VPTT moves one interval towards the side of the higher area value and recalculates the areas of the newly formed regions. The nal VPTT value is obtained when the relative difference of the areas falls within the tolerance limit ( Fig. 1(d) ). Method I uses the above described approach. Swelling ratios, a hI and a cI are used for this method (eqn (6) and (7)). VPTT for the heating and the cooling cycles are calculated from the heating and cooling curves respectively. Same procedure is applied to both the heating as well as the cooling curves and we obtain two VPTTs for the heating (T hI ) and the cooling (T cI ) cycles respectively.
Method II is an extension of method I. The swelling ratio for heating cycle is dened as in method I (eqn (8)), but we use de-swelling ratio for the cooling cycle instead of the swelling ratio (eqn (9)). These swelling ratios are used in the curve tting and parameter generation by SigmaPlot®. The intermediate values of heating (T ihII ) and cooling (T icII ) VPTTs are calculated using the area equalization approach similar to method I. Using these two intermediate values, the corresponding a values are determined (a hII and a cII ). A mean of these a values (a mII ) is taken to generate the nal VPTTs from the curve namely, T hII and T cII .
Method III provides a compact approach in the calculation of VPTTs. D n is the hydrodynamic diameter of the sample at the nal measurement temperature. The swelling ratios for the heating as well as the cooling cycles are dened as in method II and the curves are generated in a similar manner. Instead of calculating the intermediate values of the respective swelling ratios as in method II, an average value of the swelling and deswelling ratios is determined from the raw data as shown by eqn (10) and (11) . For the heating cycle, a ho and a hn are dened as the swelling ratios using eqn (8) (similar to a hII in method II), at temperatures T 0 and T n respectively. Likewise for the cooling cycle, a cn and a co are dened as the swelling ratios at T n and T 0 respectively, using eqn (9) . Heating and cooling VPTTs are then calculated using a mhIII and a mcIII , namely as T hIII and T cIII respectively. For T hIII , the temperature corresponding to a mhIII on the heating curve represents the VPTT for heating cycle, while the temperature corresponding to a mcIII on the cooling curve represents the VPTT for cooling cycle. Calculation of m h , m c and m III Determination of the VPTTs might give a rough estimate of the reversibility of the systems but it is still not an absolute criterion for commenting on the reversibility of the systems. In order to dene system reversibility, a general approach of hysteresis was followed. Relative hysteresis (eqn (12)) was calculated from the size vs. temperature plots for all the samples.
In another possible approach to determine system's reversibility, a linear correlation is tted to the size vs. temperature curves, for both the heating and the cooling cycles. The slopes of the respective ts are referred to as m h and m c respectively. These values are used for carrying out order of magnitude analysis and determination of the reversibility parameter. m III is the slope of the t calculated as shown by eqn (13) . This parameter provides us with a qualitative approach in commenting about of the reversibility of the system under investigation. Here, V mhIII and V mcIII are the volumes calculated from hydrodynamic sizes at their corresponding a values.
Results and discussion
Determination of phase transition temperatures of systems undergoing swelling-collapse in response to stimuli like temperature, pH, ionic strength and so on has been mostly studied considering the end state points. However, for proper understanding of the system behavior, it is important to map the changes continuously and not bias it at specic state points.
In the present study, we have developed a methodology to calculate the VPTT of phase changing systems based on the state points through which the system passes during both heating and cooling cycles. The methodology has been used to calculate the same for a wide range of samples namely; pNIPAm based nanogels, Au nanoclusters and combination of inorganic and polymeric systems. The samples studied show stimuli responsive physico-chemical properties and undergo a swelling-collapse behaviour as a function of temperature. The thermoresponsive behaviour of these systems was mapped using DLS (for pNIPAm based inorganic and polymeric systems) and UV-Vis (for Au nanoclusters), thereby covering different characterization techniques to determine the VPTTs. The VPTT values calculated for the pNIPAM based nanogels are in accordance with the experimental values of $39 C as reported in our previous work.
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Fig . 2(a) shows the average VPTTs for three representative samples calculated using 3 different methods. The average VPTT in this case was obtained by taking a mean of the heating and cooling VPTTs at dened tolerance value for different number of iterations. It is evident that the three methods give results in quite proximity, however, a greater variation in the three VPTTs can be seen for 80 nm Au IgG nanoclusters (irreversible systems). The standard deviation of the VPTTs also increases as we go from highly reversible samples to irreversible samples. Fig. 2(b) shows the average heating VPTTs for a representative sample calculated at three different tolerance values for the raw data (size) and normalized properties (a size and a) using the rst method. The average VPTT in this case is obtained by taking a mean of the VPTTs at dened tolerance value for different number of iterations. It is evident that the three properties can be interchangeably used to estimate the VPTT since the values do not differ from one another. However, as explained above, a (ratio of the volumes at swollen state to ground state), bears a physical signicance to the process at hand, since it represents the volumetric collapse of the system, while the other properties refer to changes in hydrodynamic diameters alone. In order to judiciously choose the best property to estimate the VPTT of such systems, the standard deviations of the VPTTs obtained using the same process are plotted in Fig. 2(c) . As can be observed, the VPTTs deviate the least from the respective representative mean values (at different tolerances) when a is used as the processing property. Thus, the data discussed within the scope of this work have been interpreted using a as the independent property, obtained directly by incorporating experimental results.
The method of estimating the VPTT using the MATLAB® code employs the use of two parameters, namely the tolerance and number of iterations. Fig. 2(b) shows that a tolerance value of 0.001 gives the minimum variations of the mean VPTTs when calculated using different iteration numbers, hence, for the purpose of estimating the VPTTs, a tolerance value of 0.001 has been set for all the methods I, II and III. Although, it is customary to calculate the values at this set tolerance of 0.001 for a sample set of iteration numbers. Fig. 2(d) shows that the VPTT obtained using an iteration number of 1000 has the minimum deviation from the average VPTT obtained over the sample space. The same trend is observed both for the heating as well as the cooling cycles. Henceforth, a tolerance of 0.001 was set for all calculations and the reported VPTTs are for an iteration number 1000, unless otherwise stated.
Traditionally, VPTT for systems undergoing a phase change, have been calculated by using the average of the sigmoidal region of the size-temperature plot or dened intuitively at the inexion point of the same plot. [30] [31] [32] However, in such systems, the collapse happens over a temperature range rather than at a dened temperature since individual domains have separate VPTTs. 33, 34 Further, studies of such systems report one VPTT value for the whole system which is usually derived from the heating cycle data. Previous experimental results from our group have shown that there are signicant differences in the properties obtained by considering heating and cooling cycles separately. 24, 25 This indicates that VPTT obtained using heating cycle will be different than that obtained using the cooling cycle, owing to different collapse rates of the constituting chains. In addition, system reversibility is an important property that needs detailed understanding in order to sustain physico-chemical properties over repeated cycles of heating and cooling.
With an aim of developing a robust methodology for estimating VPTT of phase changing systems, three different approaches have been used in the present work. The rst two methods (method I and II) are based on equalizing the areas of swelled and collapsed states while the third method (method III) estimates the VPTT values using mean heating and cooling swelling ratios (a mhIII , a mcIII ) over the whole data range. The area equalization is based on the assumption that, at any temperature, the system exists in a two-state equilibrium comprising fractions of swelled and collapsed units.
20 Fig. 3(a) -(c) show the heating and cooling VPTTs obtained by using methods I, II and III respectively for different phase transition systems. Although different approaches have been used to estimate the VPTTs using the three methods, it is worthy of mention that the VPTT values do not differ appreciably among methods. This in turn supports our hypothesis that mathematical modelling of a physical system should not alter the physical characteristics of the system at hand. In addition to incorporation of both heating and cooling cycles, the VPTT obtained from each method is a representative value as all the experimental data points have been adequately considered.
The VPTT values obtained for the different systems are discussed here to highlight the effect of composition on their physico-chemical properties.
Poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (pNIPAm) shows temperature responsiveness due to a transition from a hydrophilic state to a hydrophobic state above LCST. pNIPAm based nanogels exhibit similar transitions at and above the VPTT. Incorporation of different blocks like acrylic acid (AAc), polyethylene glycol (PEG), poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) into the polymeric architecture affect the VPTT as a result of a change in the rigidity of the polymer structure. [34] [35] [36] An increase in the VPTT is concomitant with an increase in the hydrophilic balance of the particles, whereby reducing the tendency of the hydrophobic collapse of pNIPAm. 37 The VPTT is also affected by the molecular weight of the incorporated PEG -a higher molecular weight and hence higher hydrophilicity should cause an increase in the VPTT values. However, with a higher molecular weight, the steric effect imparted by the PEG blocks comes into play in the swellingcollapse behavior in addition to the size of the cavities inside the nanogels. When heated, the presence of excess water molecules in the larger voids will favour much faster collapse than the smaller voids due to the increase in shear strain caused due to pressure. Thus, although a denitive trend cannot be predicted owing to the aforementioned reasons in addition to different solubilities of the PEGDMA monomers in water phase, an obvious change in the VPTT values is however observed. (Samples pNIPAm/PEGMW-pNIPAm/AAc where MW ¼ 200, 400, 550, 750).
On the other hand, incorporation of Fe@Au PEG NPs in pNIPAm/AAc nanogels alter the VPTT-while the heating VPTT increases upon addition of the Fe@Au PEG NPs, the cooling VPTT decreases. (Samples pNIPAm/AAc nanogel, Fe@PEG_-nanogel). This happens due to the presence of the Fe@Au NPs that act as cross-linkers between the gelling units, pulling them together, leading to an increase of the size as a function of temperature, an effect opposite to that for the bare nanogels, previously observed in our work. The third category of samples studied here involves AuNPimmunoglobulin nanoconstructs (80 nm Au IgG nanoclusters and 30 nm Au IgG nanoclusters) that show a temperature dependent irreversible adsorption, owing to loss of protein structures at high temperatures. 25 Including these two samples, further show that the methods developed herein are robust and are capable of processing both reversible and irreversible systems, independent of their swelling-collapse behaviours.
While method I employs the use of one parameter, a h , the other two methods also use the cooling swelling ratio (a c ) with an intuitive search for a cross-over point dening an overall system behavior. For comparison among the three methods used in the work, a discussion is outlined here in order to assess their features. The rst two methods of evaluation consider area calculations using Simpson's 1/3 rd Rule, the accuracy of which is dependent on the step size and in turn the number of iterations. During the evaluation, iteration value was kept at 1000 for all the systems. This might introduce minor errors due to approximation. However, method III employs two parameters (a h and a c ), but does not include the area equalization modules, meaning that, it is not as sensitive to minor variations in the curve shapes unlike the former two. Further, as explained above, the three methods provide VPTT values for both reversible and irreversible systems within the same range. Therefore, we suggest that method III is the least computationally exhaustive method with good estimations of both heating and cooling VPTTs. However, since VPTT is an undened parameter for systems that do not undergo phase change or for systems undergoing irreversible changes, we see discrepancies in the estimated values calculated using all the three methods for the cooling VPTTs for Au-IgG samples (Fig. S1 ESI †) . Although, these methods are competent to estimate both heating and cooling VPTTs for various systems, the absolute values obtained do not give an estimate of the reversibility of these systems.
As can be seen from heating and cooling VPTTs respectively), indicating that both the systems are equally reversible, if the criterion for reversibility is assumed to be equal heating and cooling VPTTs. However, experimental data show otherwise (Fig. 4(a)-(c) ). On comparing the heating and cooling VPTT curves for pNIPAm/ PEG200-pNIPAm/AAc (Fig. 4(b) ) and 80 nm Au IgG nanoclusters (Fig. 4(c) ), it can be observed that the latter is an irreversible sample. This shows that the assumed criterion 'of equal heating and cooling VPTT' is not a suitable measure of system reversibility. Fig. 3(d)-(f) show the plots of ln V versus ln T for three representative samples, where V represents the volume of the particles, calculated from the hydrodynamic diameter measured by DLS, and T is the temperature in K. These gures further plot the volumes obtained at the calculated VPTTs for the respective systems using all the three calculation methods. Regression lines tted to these datasets show that an approximate measure of system reversibility is predicted by two factors -coincidence of the regression lines for heating and cooling and coincidence of the VPTTs obtained from all the methods. For pNIPAm/PEG200-pNIPAm/AAc, both the conditions are satised, while for Fe@Au PEG nanogels, the regression lines for heating and cooling VPTTs are not coincident and for 80 nm Au IgG nanoclusters, neither of the conditions are satised. Qualitatively, it is possible to ascertain irreversibility in the same order rendering pNIPAm/PEG200-pNIPAm/AAc to be the most reversible and 80 nm Au IgG nanoclusters to be the most irreversible among the selected samples. However, this is a qualitative approach to dene the reversibility of phase changing systems. Similar analysis for the other samples are shown in Fig. S2 (ESI †) .
While the approach explained takes into consideration all the experimental data points, it does not provide a quantitative description of the system reversibility. However, an order of magnitude analysis helps us to treat this semi-quantitatively as follows.
A judging criterion for reversibility can be dened in terms of the order of magnitude analysis as follows:
where, R mh and R mc are dened as
where, m h and m c represent the slopes of the regression lines of ln V and ln T for heating and cooling cycles respectively. Table 1 shows the difference in the order of magnitudes of the irreversible samples as compared with other reversible ones. This falls in line with the qualitative and semi quantitative descriptions above (Fig. 3(d)-(f) ). Although, this criterion denes the system reversibility, it fails to reect the extent of reversibility of a particular system. In the search for a quantitative parameter that describes the system reversibility taking into account all the state points which the system passes through both during heating and cooling cycles, we developed the reversibility parameter (RP) dened as follows:
where, n is an integer greater than or equal to 1. The condition of reversibility is dened as follows:
RP # 0.1n: reversible 0.1n < RP < 0.2n: partially irreversible
Applying the same methodology, it is possible to ascertain a system parameter to each of the samples that describes the swelling-collapse behavior. Fig. 5(a) shows the RP values for all the samples (n ¼ 1) while Fig. 5(b) shows the percentage of irreversibility compared to the most reversible sample among those considered in this study. The RP trend follows the same trend as the relative hysteresis area curve for the samples shown in Fig. 4(a) , the latter does not ascribe a denite system parameter and only gives a relative understanding of system reversibility. On the other hand, RP is also a predictive parameter that has the capability to estimate either the temporal state of the system state or its state aer several cycles of operation, depending on whether RP has been calculated from time-based or cycle-based data respectively, although, in our present work the focus has been on cycle based data. This shows immediate applications of the RP in elds that require system data at dened points to optimize application. We stress that the RP could be a very important parameter for systems that lose utility over time or usage owing to fouling. In most cases, the whole system is replaced. However, utilization of RP would help design a system better from the start, since, it can effectively predict system failure. Further, for a system in operation, the whole setup need not be changed in instances of system malfunctioning, but the operation window can be changed based on previous system state values. This would not only reduce investment costs, but also reduce system down-time. One of the foreseeable situations is improved performance of various biosensors based on polymer properties. Using the RP value, it would be possible to design which polymeric system will have longer operation life. Besides, once in operation, if the system fouls due to a combination of more than one reasons, instead of replacing the sensor, it would be possible to change the detection window, based on RP. Thus, the RP not only denes accurately the system reversibility in the present conditions, it also has the functionality to dene future system states with accuracy depending on the range of dataset.
Conclusion
Although phase changing systems have been in use for a multitude of applications, sufficient investigation to ascribe denitive values to the transition temperature have been rarely carried out. In the present study, rst of its kind, three different methods have been proposed to determine the VPTTs of various systems, involving both heating and cooling cycle datasets. A wide range of samples like pNIPAm based nanogels, Au nanoclusters and combination of inorganic and polymeric systems have been studied. Although all of the three methods reveal close VPTT values, we suggest that method III is the least computation dependent and most reliable. The method can be extended to process any property that undergoes change at the phase transition. Among the samples studied, pNIPAm/ PEG200-pNIPAm/AAc was found to be the most reversible while considering relative hysteresis area. In an attempt to dene the overall system reversibility, a reversibility parameter was dened, taking into consideration all the system states during both heating and cooling cycles. Reversible systems were found to have RP values less than 1, while irreversible systems were observed to have RP values of 2. We predict that real systems will show RP values between 1 and 2. The RP not only explains the system behavior at each of the system states, but can also predict the system behavior at a future state. Thus, by knowing both the system's VPTT as well as its reversibility, it can be designed for a particular application in the industry such as medicine, oil and gas, water purication, etc. Further, we foresee that with the help of RP, a system can be designed or upgraded for specic uses in the industry.
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